Introduction
• Present updated Orion mission operations -Goals & timelines -Mission profile
• Describe key Orion hardware
• Current research topics
Artist's impression of Orion/Emerald (Nanosat-1) spacecraft on-orbit 
Orion-Emerald Mission Goals
• First on-orbit demonstration of precise relative navigation using Carrier Phase Differential GPS -Use this sensor to perform tight formation control
• Operate in a semi-autonomous fashion, reducing the need for frequent ground communications
• Onboard control calculations: -Implement optimal station keeping -Formation change maneuvers optimized by linear programming 
Position and Attitude Determination
• The Orion receiver is a state-of-the-art design
• 3 receiver cards, each with 2 RF front ends (total of 6 antennas)
• Each RF has a GP2021 correlator capable of tracking 12 channels of L1 carrier -36 channels total
• Each board has an ARM60 processor -Basic estimation algorithms -Signal conditioning -Error checking • Researching use of software agents to address these issues -Researching ways to permit agents to monitor their workload and "farm out" tasks to less taxed agents -Agents can tolerate minimal ground contact due to their robustness: "hot swappability", modularity, fault detection -Developing communication schemes that scale well with number of spacecraft
